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Exploiting the conformational-selection mechanism to control the 

response kinetics of a “smart” DNA hydrogel  

Anna J. Simon,
a
 Luke T. Walls-Smith,

 b
 and Kevin W. Plaxco *

 a, b, c 

The sequence-specific hybridization and molecular recognition properties of DNA support the construction of stimulus-

responsive hydrogels with precisely controlled crosslink geometry. Here we show that, as predicted by the conformational 

selection mechanism, the response kinetics of such a hydrogel can be tuned over orders of magnitude by modulating the 

thermodynamic stability of its crosslinks.  

Introduction 

Materials that undergo physical or chemical transformations in 

response to specific molecular effectors are common in 

biology, and include muscle fibers,
1
 squid iridophores,

2
 and 

many viral capsids.
3
 The design of similarly responsive artificial 

hydrogels has been an area of active study in recent years.
4, 5, 6, 

7, 8, 9
 To this end, researchers often turn to DNA as a substrate, 

as its modular, well-understood base-pairing rules support the 

construction of complex, precisely-articulated three-

dimensional networks.
7, 8, 9, 10

 These are rendered responsive 

to specific molecular cues via the incorporation of structure-

switching aptamers, DNA sequences that can be engineered to 

undergo large-scale conformational changes upon binding to a 

specific molecular “effector,” as crosslinkers. The use of these 

enables the construction of DNA-based materials that 

assemble, dissolve, or reconfigure in response to diverse 

molecular targets including, for example, pH,
11,12 

specific 

oligonucleotide effectors,
12

 metal ions,
13, 14

 adenosine,
14, 15

 

thrombin,
16

 PDGF,
17

 ochratoxin A,
18

 tumor cell-bound 

epithelial adhesion molecules,
19, 20

 and sequence-specific 

endonucleases.
21

 

 An advantage of using aptamers as responsive crosslinkers 

in the design of smart materials is that DNA-DNA interactions 

are driven by well-understood, readily tuned base pairing 

interactions.
22

 This suggests that the thermodynamics and 

kinetics of aptamer-crosslinked materials’ responses to stimuli 

could, in theory, be tuned via simple sequence changes. To 

date, however, few studies of aptamer-based responsive 

hydrogels have described the systematic, quantitative control 

of their properties,
12, 15, 21

 and none have directly explored the 

relationship between the thermodynamic stability of the gel’s 

crosslinking interactions and the kinetics with which it 

responds to its molecular effector. Motivated by this we 

explore here the effects of modulating crosslink stability on 

the responsiveness of a model DNA hydrogel.  

Experimental 

Model system 

As our model system we employed an adenosine-responsive 

variant of the well-established Y-DNA hydrogel architecture.
9, 

11, 15, 21
 This architecture consists of a mixture of two different 

trivalent, Y-shaped DNA “monomers” (each composed of three 

annealed strands) with pendant, single stranded arms that 

simultaneously hybridize to an aptamer sequence that serves 

as a crosslinker (Fig. 1A, Fig. SI. 1, 2). In the system we 

characterized here the two monomers hybridize to the 5’ and 

3’ ends of an adenosine-binding aptamer (Fig. 1B),
23

 forming 

an interconnected network appearing on the “macro” scale as 

a thick gel. This network dissolves upon the addition of 

sufficient concentrations of adenosine, as under these 

conditions the aptamer releases from the Y-monomers to bind 

this effector, breaking the gel’s crosslinked structure (Fig. 1C). 

In contrast to shape-memory DNA-hydrogels
10, 12, 13

 which 

contain permanent in addition to and target-responsive 

crosslinks and thus swell or shrink in response to stimuli, our 

model system contains entirely adenosine-responsive 

crosslinks and thus completely dissolves in response to 

sufficient concentrations of adenosine. 

 

Measurement technique 
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Although the gel-liquid transitions of responsive hydrogels are 

qualitatively apparent via visual inspection,
9, 11, 12

 here we 

instead employ methods previously developed to 

quantitatively monitor the dissolution process as it occurs over 

a range of length scales (Fig. 1D).
15

 We describe these methods 

briefly in the following paragraphs but in greater detail in our 

previous work.
15

 To measure dissolution at the molecular 

length scale we employed a trace (~1%) amount of aptamer 

modified with a fluorophore-quencher pair on its termini. This 

labelled tracer is highly fluorescent in its extended, crosslinking 

conformation (Fig. 1B) but quenched and dark in its 

dissociated, adenosine-bound conformation (Fig. 1C). To 

measure dissolution at micron length scale we employed the 

passive rheology of micron-diameter beads embedded in the 

gel which “jiggle” in place with Brownian motion with a mean 

square displacement proportional to the gel’s stiffness
24

 (Fig. 

1B-D). While traditional rheometer-based methods enable 

precise measurement of macroscale, equilibrium, mechanical 

properties (e.g., measurements of loss and storage moduli in 

refs
12, 13

), our passive rheology approach enables the 

simultaneous measurement of the gel’s micron scale 

properties and molecular-scale dissociation throughout the 

entire dissolution process. Our approach also enables a simple, 

visual means to qualitatively visualize intact versus dissolved 

gels. Highly crosslinked, mechanically strong gels, for example, 

fluoresce brightly and exhibit little bead movement in time-

averaged images (Fig. 1D, left inset). More poorly crosslinked 

gels, in contrast, exhibit little fluorescence and substantial 

bead motion in time-averaged images (Fig. 1D, right inset). 

Mixtures of Y-monomers in the absence of aptamer exhibit 

background levels of fluorescence and high bead motion (Fig. 

SI 3).  

Using the above-described techniques we have 

previously
15

 found that, in response to the sudden 

introduction of the effector, the adenosine-responsive Y-DNA 

hydrogel’s molecular and micron-scale dissolution kinetics are 

both bi-phasic, with a lag phase followed by a period of 

exponential dissolution (Fig. 1D).
15

 To describe this 

quantitatively we have defined:
15

 (1) the lag time, tlag, as the 

time required to reduce fluorescence by 5% from its initial 

value (for molecular-scale dissolution) or as the time for the 

mean square displacement of beads to equal 10% of the 

expected liquid-phase value (for micron-scale dissolution); (2) 

a characteristic  time constant, τ, associated with the 

exponential decay seen  after the lag phase; and (3) the half-

life of dissolution, thalf, as the total time required to reduce 

fluorescence or increase bead diffusion to mid-way between 

their initial and final values.  Data presented here are averages 

of at least three experimental replicates.    

Results 

Crosslinker permutations 

In this work we studied the extent to which the gel’s crosslink 

density and dissolution kinetics vary with the thermodynamic 

stability of its crosslinking interactions. To do so we 

Fig. 1. (A) As our experimental system we employed an adenosine-responsive Y-DNA hydrogel containing Y-shaped “monomers” with pendant arms partially complementary 

to an adenosine-binding aptamer. (B) Hybridization to the aptamer crosslinks the monomers, forming a 3-dimensional network that appears as a visibly thick gel with discrete, 

solid-appearing edges (inset). (C) Upon the addition of adenosine the aptamer dissociates, dissolving the hydrogel. To monitor dissolution at the molecular length scale we 

employ a trace of fluorophore-quencher labelled aptamer that adopts an extended, fluorescent conformation when crosslinking monomers but a quenched stem-loop 

conformation upon binding adenosine. Tracer fluorescence thus scales with fraction of aptamer in its crosslinking conformation. To monitor dissolution at the micron length 

scale we employ the rheology of 1.0 µm diameter polystyrene beads, which we embed in the gel by mixing with the Y-monomers prior to the addition of the aptamer 

crosslinker. The beads are trapped by the intact gel network but diffuse increasingly freely as the network dissolves.
15

 To quantify this we filmed dissolution and determine 

the average change in the horizontal (i.e., left to right) position of beads between frames to define the one-dimensional Mean Square Displacement (MSD), a conventional 

metric of soft matter viscoelasticity.
24

 (E) Upon the addition of effector the gel responds at both the molecular and micron length scales, with the observed dissolution at both 

length scales being biphasic, with a lag time, tlag, followed by exponential decay with a characteristic time constant, τ. Here we have defined the molecular and micron scale 

lag times, respectively, as the time required to reduce fluorescence by 5% from its initial value and for the mean square displacement of beads to equal 10% of the expected 

liquid-phase value. For comparison we also employ the half-life of dissolution, thalf, which is defined as the total time required to reduce fluorescence or increase bead 

diffusion to half way between the initial and final values. We visualize these transitions by averaging images over 20 frames (~30 s); intact gels show bright green background 

and little bead movement (B, inset, right); dissolved gels show dark background and substantial bead movement (C, inset). These inset plots do not represent quantitative 

measures of displacement, but serve as an efficient means to visualize mechanically rigid versus weak gels.
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systematically varied the length of the single-stranded arms of 

each Y-DNA monomer such that they are complementary to 6, 

7, 8, or 9 bases on each of the two ends of the aptamer. Taken 

together, these constructs produce 16 possible permutations, 

featuring total hybridization lengths of 12 to 18 base pairs (Fig. 

2A, B). We incorporated these in hydrogels by annealing the 

relevant Y-monomer strands (the formation of which we 

validated via gel electrophoresis) stoichiometrically with the 

aptamer (SI methods, Fig. SI 1, 2).  We estimated the 

crosslinker stability, ∆Gcrosslink, of each of the resulting 

hydrogels as the sum of the crosslinker’s favourable base 

pairing (calculated using Mfold
25, 26

), an unfavourable term 

associated with constraining the unbound portion of the 

aptamer (calculated from excluded volume polymer theory
27

), 

and an unfavourable term associated with condensing the 

freely-translating components into a solid gel (measured in our 

previous work
15

 as ~30 kJ/mol). From these estimates the 

predicted thermodynamic stabilities of the crosslinks we 

investigated vary from a marginally stable -2 kJ/mol (6 base 

pairs on each side) to a very stable -62 kJ/mol (9 base pairs on 

each side). 

 

 

Qualitative effects of ∆Gcrosslink on gel stability and response 

 Even moderately enhanced crosslink stability promotes 

formation of mechanically strong gels. To see this we first 

qualitatively assessed the crosslinking density by the 

brightness of the fluorescence produced by the labelled tracer 

aptamers in their extended, crosslinking conformations, and 

the mechanical strength by the gel’s ability to restrict the 

movement of micron-scale beads, comparing their positions 

over 30 s. The gel permutation based on the least stable 

crosslinks, in which the Y-monomers bind only six bases on 

each end of the aptamer, produces relatively little 

fluorescence, suggesting that its crosslinking density is only 

modest. This is consistent with the low estimated stability of 

this crosslink, which suggest that, at any given time, only 70% 

of the aptamers are bound to their complementary Y-

Fig. 2. (A) In our system, an adenosine-binding aptamer (green) crosslinks two Y-shaped monomers (shown in a larger-scale schematic in Fig. SI 1), whose pendant arms (red,

blue) hybridize to varying lengths at the aptamer’s 3’ and 5’ ends. (B) By varying the number of bases that each monomer binds to from 6 to 9 we produced 16 gel 

permutations ranging in predicted crosslink stabilities from -2 kJ/mol to -62 kJ/mol. (C-F) Crosslinking stability ∆Gcrosslink determines the permutation’s ability to form, entrap 

beads, and respond to adenosine, which we assess by 20-frame (~30 s) averaged images of the gels before and long after addition of 10 mM adenosine; aptamer fluorescence 

is green and beads are red.  For example, the permutation in which each monomer binds only six aptamer bases (∆Gcrosslink = -2 kJ/mol) exhibits moderate fluorescence and 

high bead motion even prior to the addition of effector, suggesting that its crosslink density is low. The permutation in which monomers bind 6 and 7 bases (∆Gcrosslink = -14 

kJ/mol), in contrast, fluoresces brightly and entraps beads efficiently prior to the addition of effector. 25 minutes after the addition of 10 mM effector, however, this 

permutation is dark and exhibits rapid bead motion, indicating near complete dissolution. A more stable permutation, in which monomers bind eight bases on the two ends of 

the aptamer (∆Gcrosslink = -44 kJ/mol), is largely dissolved at the molecular level 45 minutes after the addition of effector, but exhibits little bead movement, indicating that it 

still remains crosslinked enough to entrap beads. Finally, the permutation in which monomers bind nine bases on the two ends of the aptamer (∆Gcrosslink =-62 kJ/mol) does not 

dissolve even at the molecular level 45 minutes after the addition of effector. In this highest-stability permutation, we consistently saw “patchy” fluorescence patterns, which 

we hypothesize to occur because the gel stiffness at these high crosslinking lengths prevents effective mixing upon aptamer addition. Control mixtures containing Y-monomers 

but no aptamer exhibit background levels fluorescence and bead mobility equivalent to those of the dissolved gels (see Fig. SI 3).  
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monomers. This level of crosslinking is so sparse that the gel 

fails to fully entrap beads, which move substantially even 

before the addition of adenosine (Fig. 2C). Increasing the 

aptamer/Y-monomer complementarity by one base pair on the 

5’ end (13 base pairs total; estimated crosslinking energy -14 

kJ/mol) significantly increases aptamer fluorescence, 

suggesting, not unreasonably, that this enhances crosslinking 

density. Correspondingly, measurements of bead motion show 

that this gel entraps beads quite effectively, with no apparent 

“jiggling” over the 30 s imaging window (Fig. 2C). This gel 

nevertheless responds rapidly to the addition of effector, with 

aptamer fluorescence decreasing to background levels and 

bead diffusion moving to free aqueous levels within ~5 

minutes after the addition of 10 mM adenosine (Fig. 2D). 

Further increases in crosslink stability produce stiffer gels, 

but slow or even abolish the gel’s response to its effector. Gels 

employing Y-monomers that bind eight and nine bases on each 

end of the aptamer (estimated crosslink energies of -44 kJ/mol 

and -62 kJ/mol, respectively) are highly fluorescent and entrap 

beads quite effectively, with no apparent motion over 30 s 

(Fig. 2E, F). And while the less stable of these two gels exhibits 

significant molecular scale dissolution in response to 10 mM 

adenosine (Fig. 2E), even after 45 min the gel retains sufficient 

crosslink density to entrap beads. The more stable of these 

two permutations, in contrast, does not exhibit detectable 

molecular-scale dissolution, much less micron-scale 

dissolution, even 45 minutes after the addition of effector (Fig. 

2F). This suggests that 10 mM adenosine does not outcompete 

the aptamer’s affinity for the complementary Y-monomers 

employed in this gel, an observation that is consistent with our 

expectations: given that 10 mM is 4 orders of magnitude 

above the dissociation constant of the free aptamer,
23

 the 

binding of effector at this concentration provides only -RT 

ln(10
4
) = -23 kJ/mol and cannot outcompete the -62 kJ/mol 

interaction energy of this highly stable crosslink. 

 

Quantitative effect of ∆Gcrosslink on response kinetics 

Examining dissolution in more quantitative detail, we find 

that increasing crosslink hybridization (and thus stability) by 

even a single base pair lengthens the time required for 

molecular- (Fig. 3) and micron-scale (Fig. 4) dissolution. We 

visualized the relationship between base-pairing length and 

molecular-scale dissolution kinetics by plotting fluorescence-

versus-time curves from permutations with the same 5’ 

hybridization lengths and varying 3’ hybridization lengths. 

These plots show a near-monotonic dependence between 

crosslink hybridization length and the gel’s dissolution kinetics 

(Fig. 3A-D). The resultant slowing of the gel’s response kinetics 

occurs via changes in both its lag and exponential phases. For 

Fig. 3. We can finely tune the molecular-scale dissolution kinetics of our gel by changing the stability of its crosslinks.  As shown, for example, increasing crosslink stability increases 

the time required for molecular-scale dissolution, as monitored by the fluorescence of a trace amount of fluorophore/quencher-modified aptamer. Panels A, B, C, and D show 

fluorescence-versus-time traces for gel permutations in which the monomer that binds the 5’ end of the aptamer hybridizes with 6, 7, 8, or 9 bases, respectively, and the 

monomers binding the 3’ end hybridizes to varying lengths of aptamer sequence. The time required for molecular-scale dissolution increases near-monotonically with increasing 

total hybridization length. Panels E, F, and G show fluorescence-versus.-time traces for the permutations of monomers that bind a total of 14, 15, and 16 aptamer bases, 

respectively. The nearly identical fluorescence-versus-time traces for each of these given lengths suggests that for the permutations we have characterized, total base pairing 

length, rather than the distribution of base-pairing lengths between two sides of the aptamer, determine molecular-scale dissolution kinetics.  
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example, tlag, τ, and thalf increase by 25 fold, 10 fold, and 13 

fold, respectively, as we increase the total number of 

complementary bases in each crosslink from 12 to 16 (Fig. 5A-

C).  

Looking at the relationship between crosslink hybridization 

and the gel’s response kinetics in more detail suggests that, on 

the molecular scale, total hybridization length is a more 

significant determinant of dissolution kinetics than the length 

of hybridization on either the shorter or longer arm. For 

example, all of the permutations of 14, 15, or 16 total base 

pairs produce nearly identical dissolution kinetics irrespective 

of how total hybridization length is distributed between the 

two arms (Fig. 3E-G).  

The gel’s micron-scale response kinetics qualitatively 

mirror those seen at the molecular scale. Plots of bead 

mobility-versus-time, for example, produce a similar, roughly 

monotonic increase in dissolution time with increasing 

hybridization length (Fig. 4A-D, Fig. 5D-E) with, once again, 

these effects apparent in both the lag and exponential phases. 

However, This said, however, the micron-scale dissolution 

behaviour of our gels varies much more between different 

permutations of the same total hybridization length than does 

molecular scale dissolution (Fig. 3, E-G, Fig. 4, E-G). We 

hypothesize that this arises from subtle differences in network 

geometry between permutations that changes the relationship 

between crosslinking density and micron-scale physical 

properties. Previous theoretical and experimental studies 

demonstrate that this relationship between depends on spatial 

heterogeneity,
28, 29, 30

 extent of chain entanglement,
31, 32, 33

 and 

proportion of looped vs versus branched, tree-like 

topologies.
35, 36, 37

 Notably, in dissolving gels, increased 

network entanglement
32

 and tree-like compared to loop-like 

topologies
37

 require a lower proportion of intact crosslinks to 

maintain mechanical strength. Given this, we suspect that the 

permutations with decreased micron- compared to molecular- 

scale dissolution may contain increased entanglement or loop 

topologies.  

 

Conformational selection model 

The extent to which a gel’s response kinetics vary with the 

stability of its crosslinks is consistent with a conformational-

selection model
38, 39 

in which the dissolution rate depends on 

the proportion of the crosslinking aptamers that are in their 

“free,” effector-binding conformation (i.e., are not bound to Y-

monomers to form a double helix) at any given instant. This 

model predicts that the characteristic time constant associated 

with the exponential phase of dissolution, τ, should scale with 

the rate with which the aptamer dissociates from the Y-

monomer, koff, crosslink.
39

 Because the rate of aptamer-monomer 

association (kon, crosslink) is approximately constant over the 

hybridization lengths we measure,
40

 τ in turn varies with the 

stability of crosslinking, ∆Gcrosslink:  

 

                               �~����,���		
�� 	~�
∆����������                          (1) 

Fig. 4. As we observed for the gel’s molecular-scale dissolution, its micron-scale dissolution time increases near-monotonically with increasing crosslink hybridization. 

Panels A, B, C, and D represent bead mean square displacement-versus-time traces for gel permutations in which the 5’ end of the aptamer is hybridized to 6, 7, 8, or 9 

bases of the monomer, respectively, and its 3’ end is hybridized to sequences of varying length. Panels E, F, and G represent bead mean square displacement-versus-time 

traces for the permutations in which the crosslinking interactions contain a total of 14, 15, or 16 base pairs, respectively. Relative to dissolution at the molecular scale 

(Fig. 3), here we see larger (if still modest) variation in molecular-scale dissolution kinetics between these same-length permutations. We presume this reflects the 

relatively complex physics of phase transitions over longer length scales.  
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predicting a linear relationship between ln(τ) and ∆Gcrosslink:  

 

                                        ln��� ~	∆����		
��                                   (2) 

   

Consistent with this prediction, a plot of ln(τ) versus ∆Gcrosslink 

produces a near linear relationship for molecular scale gel 

dissolution (R
2
 = 0.9; Fig. 6). For micron-scale dissolution, in 

contrast, this same plot produces a much weaker correlation 

(R
2
 = 0.4). While this may be due to the more complex physics 

associated with gel dissolution over these much longer length 

scales,
29-37

 it could also arise due to fact that dissolution over 

this length scale is too slow for us to measure for the more 

stable crosslinks, reducing the total dynamic range that the 

model is attempting to capture (Fig. 6B). 

 

Conclusions 

Here we demonstrate the ability to fine-tune the crosslink 

density and molecular- and micron dissolution kinetics of a 

molecularly responsive, aptamer-containing DNA hydrogel via 

modulation of thermodynamic stability of its crosslinks. 

Notably, we achieve this control by altering the structural 

elements to which the crosslinking aptamer binds rather than 

the aptamer itself, thus ensuring that the specificity of the gel 

for its effector remains unchanged.  

Our results indicate a simple, predictable relationship 

between crosslinker stability and molecular- but not micron- 

scale behaviour. Detailed analysis of the molecular-scale 

response suggests that crosslinker dissociation occurs via a 

conformational-shift mechanism, giving a simple, predictable 

Fig. 5. To examine molecular-scale dissolution in quantitative detail we plot the molecular-scale time required to reduce fluorescence to half of its starting value, thalf (A), 

the timescale of the exponential phase τ (B), and the lag time tlag (C). Each of these molecular-scale parameters increases more-or-less monotonically with increasing 

crosslinking length. Plots of the equivalent micron-scale thalf (D), τ (E) and tlag (F) show that each of these parameters generally increases with increasing crosslink 

hybridization length. However, the variability within a consistent hybridization length is considerably higher. Error bars represent standard errors of three separate 

measurements.    

Fig. 6. The dependence of molecular- and micron-scale dissolution time constants, 

τ, on crosslink stability supports a conformational selection model for dissolution.
38, 

39
 (A) In this model, aptamers equilibrate between their crosslinking conformation 

and their dissociated, effector-binding conformation even in the absence of the 

effector. The addition of effector traps the later population, driving the aptamer’s 

conformational equilibrium to that state and concomitantly disrupting crosslinking. 

Quantitatively, this model predicts that the timescale of exponential dissolution τ

should scale with the spontaneous dissociation rate of individual crosslinkers, koff, 

crosslinker. Assuming a relatively constant value of kon crosslinker (supported by previous 

experimental observations
40

) this relation predicts that ln(τ) should depend linearly 

with ∆Gcrosslink. (B) Consistent with this prediction, ln(τ) correlates linearly with

∆Gcrosslink (R
2
 = 0.9) for molecular-scale dissolution. (C) The correlation is poorer (R

2

= 0.41) for micron-scale dissolution, likely due to the much poorer “baseline” from 

unmeasurably slow dissolution for very stable ∆Gcrosslink values, the more complex 

behaviour of dissolution over this much longer length scale dissolution, or both. 
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relationship between dissolution kinetics and crosslink 

thermodynamic stability. In contrast, however, while the 

micron-scale response generally slows with increasing crosslink 

length and stability, this relationship is more complex, with 

even permutations with identical crosslinking lengths and 

similar stabilities exhibiting varying behaviour. We hypothesize 

that this variability arises due to subtle differences in gel 

network architecture, potentially, for example, in the extent of 

looping and entanglement. 

Our data suggest that while both molecular- and micron-

scale stimulus-response properties may be readily controlled 

by tuning crosslinker stability and geometry, the relationship 

between them is complex. The relationship between 

molecular-and micron- scale materials is likely also complex in 

DNA-based materials with other network architectures, for 

example in shape-memory DNA hydrogels.
12, 13

 Our results 

thus highlight the conventional wisdom that while engineering 

of synthetic biomolecular systems may readily provide 

materials optimal for arbitrary technological applications, 

bridging the gap from predictable molecular- to emergent- 

macroscale properties requires careful, perhaps empirical, 

observation. 
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